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Robinson: The Apocalypse of Adam

the

apocalypse of adam
stephen E robinson

in 1945 a collection of thirteen leather bound volumes containing fifty three separate compositions was discovered in the
hammada in upper egypt since
vicinity of the small town of nag hammadi
that time this collection has generally been referred to as the nag
hammami
hammadl
hammadi library these manuscripts written in coptic the language of egypt during the first centuries of the christian era are
the literary remains of a group of egyptian christians who practiced a form of christianity called gnosticism while gnosticism
was not confined to egypt it was there that the dry climate and a
healthy distance from the watchful eyes of later orthodoxy worked
together to preserve this remarkable collection of gnostic scrip
tures

in contrast to the dead sea scrolls discovered two years later
hammada
there has been relatively little excitement over the nag hammadi
find until recently with the exception of the gospels of thomas
and philip the nag hammada
hammadi materials had remained inaccessible
and relatively unknown even to students of early christianity this
is due partly to unsettled political conditions in the near east
which have made it difficult to obtain authoritative copies of the
manuscripts but it is equally a result of the scarcity of scholars
testament
in new Testai
testal nent and early church history who read coptic confi
fidently onlyin
only in the last few years have authoritative texts for many
of the documents become available and the value of coptic for
primary research in early christian literature and the new testament been recognized thus thirty years after their discovery the
rinadi
iinadi documents are gradually receiving the attention
nag han
hammada
hammadi
they deserve although most are still not available in english in
the future these documents will prove to be of increasing importance to biblical scholars and historians in general and to LDS
scholars in particular
an essay written for the hugh nibley festschrift
fest schrift tinkling cymbals ed john W
retirement
welch assembled on the occasion of dr nibley s ret
fest schrift
brement copies of all festschrift
irement
le in casual publication in special collections
essays are on f ile

harold

B

lee library

brigham young university
stephen E robinson is a doctoral candidate in biblical studies at duke university
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the nag

hammada library is important to students of early
hammadi
christian literature primarily because it represents an early type
of christianity completely unlike what has long been called orthodoxy walter bauer demonstrated long ago that the traditional
picture of christian history is one from which the victorious fourth
century church carefully erased all traces of its earlier competition 1
actually in the first three centuries there were several brands of
christianity all competing for the title of orthodoxy these were
often as large as if not larger than the universal church and
equally powerful and influential the rediscovery of these varieties
of christianity and their extraordinary doctrines is forcing scholars
to take another look at the nature of earliest christianity
although gnosticism has long been known to scholars in a
less complete form through the writings of the church fathers and
through an occasional manuscript it has usually been treated as
a form of aberrant christianity having only secondary significance
hammada library has reemphasized the
the discovery of the nag hammadi
fact that gnosticism was not merely the heretic fringe of the
universal church but that in large areas of the ancient world
gnosticism was the church 2
hammada texts to LDS scholars
the importance of the nag
naa hammadi
is that they not only witness an early christianity significantly different from the orthodox tradition but that they witness the
existence of certain peculiar doctrines and bits of tradition in very
early christianity that in modern times are found almost exclusively
mormons
Mor mons the following few examples will demonamong the cormons
strate some of these teachings and traditions
terin gnostic comes from the greek word for knowledge
the term
fundamental to gnosticism was the belief that the
ruoss
gnoss
ls
gnos
principle of knowledge is the principle of salvation and that it is
impossible for a man to be saved in ignorance personal revelation
was crucial the knowledge necessary for salvation consisted according to many gnostic writings of higher teachings and ordiby jesus and his disciples and transmitted
nances taught
ttransmitted in oral tra0
twaite
tW
alte
walter

bauer

abid
abis heresy
and
orthodoxy dud
duf
in earliest christianity
hetes hi

fortress press 1971
however
wever
it should be understood ho
weier that gnosticism

philadelphia

itself only a general term
used to identify a variety of sects which shared the same general approach to religion
1d not necessarily agree on specific tenets the term protestantism is used
ad
but which ddid
in much the same way to denote an approach to christianity which differs from that
of catholicism
teachings
cach
each
cachings
cathings
cafh
cf joseph fielding smith comp
ings of the prophet joseph smith
lugs
salt lake city deseret book 1968 p 297 see also doctrine and covenants
is

1316
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often too secret and sacred to be written
with any who were not worthy of them
on those occasions when they were written down they appear
to have been closely held and committed to writing only in an
effort to preserve them for future generations although orthodox
christianity has emphatically denied that any such esoteric teachings ever existed gnosticism insisted not only that they were an
important part of earliest christianity but also that they were the
most important part
quite often this secret teaching included a knowledge of certain
passwords signs and seals that made it possible for the gnostic
to escape from the earth to pass by angelic beings whop
who barred the
way and to return to god this was a literal return for the gnos
bics believed in the preexistence
tics
coeternal ity
pre existence of man and even in his coeternality
with god the beautiful gnostic hymn of the pearl portrays
man as a spirit child of his heavenly father who lived as a prince
in the palace of the heavenly king before descending to the earth 4
gnosticism frequently divides mankind into three categories
pneumatics who are spiritual hylics
holics who are not and psychics
who are a little of both although psychics can be saved usually
it is only the pneumatics who can be saved in the highest degree
of glory 35
according to the gnostic gospel of philip the highest ordinance of christianity is eternal marriage this ordinance must be
performed in this life and the bridal chamber where it is performed is called the holy of holies we read from the gospel of
11724 25 but the holy of the holy ones
philip 1172425
anesisis the bridal chamonesis
ber from 1181720
11817 20 but the woman is united to her husband in
the bridal chamber but those who have united in the bridal chamber will no longer be separated and from 13448
13448 if anyone
becomes a son of the bridal chamber he will receive the light if
anyone does not receive it while he is in this world he will not
receive it in the other place there is also mention made of heavenly garments and names which must never be spoken by those
who know them 7 gnosticism knows a married christ or at least
albertus klijn the acts of thomas leiden E J brill 1962 pp
ap 12025
120 25
on the origin of the world CG 115 pi
pl 1256
125 6 the CG in this and subeditions
ditions which were most
down 0or to be discussed

sequent citations shows the text to be part of the nag hammadi
hammada coptic gnostic
cantensis
gnotiius
rensis gnott
library now located in cairo ca
aus
cus
the roman numeral is the
codex number and subsequent arabic numerals indicate treatise page and line
see abraham 522
322
522
113
115
the gospel of philip CG 115
8 12468
11724 25 1181729
1172425
8 105
11817 29 13448
15448
1344
1544
1246
22 1021012
21
londom mowbray
10210 12 R mcl wilson trans the gospel of philip london
2122
&

co

1962
19621
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a christ with a sexual nature as opposed to the asexual christ of
orthodoxy 8 the apostles also are married and in the second
book of jeu the resurrected jesus has them form a circle around an
altar with their wives at their left in order to teach them the true
Marcio nites a gnostic sect practiced a form of
mysteries 0 the marcionites
vicarious baptism for the dead an ordinance that has since dropped

the new testament 10
out of orthodoxy although it is attested in thenew
shenew
oral
orai tradition mentioned
in most forms of gnosticism the secret oraltradition
above is often associated with accounts of the creation of the
world the experiences of adam and eve in the garden and the
fall of man it is usually in this creation setting or in a temple
or on a mountaintop11
mountaintop11 that gnosticism places the revelation of the
esoteric mysteries and the knowledge needed to thwart the archontic powers and return to god gnosticism is primarily concerned
with the questions who am 1I where am 1I from and what is my
destiny that the answers to these questions are often associated
with the creation the garden and the fall of man is probably due
to the gnostic presupposition that the end of all things is to be
found in their beginning 12 of those documents which manifest this
hammada apocalypse of adam is perhaps the
concern the nag hammadi
prime example

the apocalypse

SUMMARY OF THG
THC

OF ADAM

the

apocalypse of adam CG V 5 purports to record the
revelation which adam taught to his son seth according to the
text adam first explains to seth that after being created out of the
earth he and eve possessed in unity a great glo
glory
ry that eve taught
gio
910
him a word of knowledge of the eternal god and as a result of
this they were like the great eternal angels and were higher than
the evil creator god who made them it is then told how the creator
13
god divided them into two aeons
afons apparently an allusion to the
9 1113237
the gospel of philip CG 113 10789
1115237
11132 37 also the gospel of
11152
1078
thomas CG 112 912528
9125 28
en 1I 303 1111
koptisch gnostiche shriften
11 berlin
carl schmidt and walter till koptiuch
shrifter
Shrift

akademie
akademi e verlag 1962
see tertullian Ad
Marci onem v 10 and de resurrections
losee
x1viii
marcionem
adversus
resurrectione
ione carnis xlviii
adverses
versus marcionek
lesmrectione
resurrect lone
see also 1I corinthians 1529 and hugh nibley baptism for the dead in the ancient
52 december 1948 april
times in improvement era 51
5152
apri 1949
for mountains as temples see hugh nibley what iss a temple the idea of
the temple in history provo brigham young university press 1968
p 231
cf the gospel of thomas CG 112 84918
849 18
an aeon in a gnostic context is one of the group of eternal beings that together
form the fulness
falness of the supreme being from whom they emanate and between whom
new international dictionary
and the world they are intermediaries
websters third neu
unabridged sv aeon
1
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myth of the androgynous creation of adam thus separated their
original glory and first knowledge leave them and enter into their
seed to be manifest in future generations through the lineage of
seth seth himself is named after the great savior figure who will
be the manifestation of the lost knowledge and glory of adam
and eve in some future generation adam and eve having lost their
original glory and knowledge in the
dle fall now learn as men about
die
dead things they also now recognize the evil creator god who
is roughly equivalent in gnosticism to the satan of christianity
adam then falls into aa sleep during which three men come to
him whom he does not recognize because they are not from the
creator god but presumably from the great eternal god saying
adam arise from the sleep of death
they restore some of
adam s knowledge and tell him about the Savior
Illuminator who
saviorilluminator
will eventually be born from his and eve s seed
when adam and eve hear these things they give a ssigh in
their hearts which is overheard by the evil creator god he then
appears before them and insists that he is their god the god who
made them he somehow causes adam to just
lust after eve the text
is broken here and there is a second fall
adam now reveals to seth the things thatthe
that the three men taught
thattie
him which consist of a vision of the future and of the appearance
of the saviorilluminator
Savior Illuminator adam prophesies that the creator god
will bring the flood upon the world and destroy all men in order
to kill the seed of seth into whom the original knowledge and
glory of adam have entered
but angels from the great eternal god come on clouds and
plucking the seed of seth from the flood transport them to the place
of the spirit of life the creator god has in the meantime made a
covenant with noah and his sons 14 promising to save them and give
them kingship over all the earth if they will bear no seed of those
who will not worship him when the seed of seth reappears noah
is accused by the creator god of breaking this covenant which
noah denies the seed of seth then go into a land by themselves
and establish a utopian community where there is no evil for 600
years where angels of the great eternal god dwell with them
and where they are called by the name
noah then divides the earth among his sons and charges his
posterity to serve the creator god in fear and slavery but from the
seed of ham and japheth 400000 men join themselves with the
14s
see
ee

genesis

9917
99 17
135
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seed of seth the remainder of the seed of ham and japheth form
twelve kingdoms and serve their god sakia the creator god inevitably friction arises between the twelve kingdoms on the one
hand and the seed of seth with their 400000 converts on the
vindicate his power in the eyes of the twelve kingdoms
other
the creator god sends some of his angels to rain fire sulphur
and asphalt upon the seed of seth but again the great eternal
god sends his angels abrasax sablo and gamaliel in clouds of
light to descend upon the seed of seth lift them out of the fire
and take them away
some time after this the illuminator of knowledge himself appears in order to leave for himself fruit bearing trees ie men
who have the gnosis and to redeem their souls from death this
is the savior promised to adani
adam and eve he performs great signs
esthe
isthe
and wonders and mocks the powers of the creator god because
the origin and power of the illuminator is something that the
creator god and his angels cannot explainthey
explain they punish his flesh
nevertheless they use the name in error and ask where did
it come from
in answer to this question the twelve kingdoms
of ham and japheth attempt to explain in short enigmatic statements how he was conceived born nourished and thus came to the
water these statements follow the
pattern of the first which is
thepattern
in part

to

he

to heaven he was nourished
was from
a spirit
in the heavens he received the glory and the power of the one
who is there he came to the bosom or womb of his mother and
thus he came to the water

dds
after the twelve kingdoms a thirteenth adds

its account then
finally the fourteenth the generation without a king gives the
correct answer which is

god chose him from all the aeons
afons he caused

a gnosis of the
he came from

undefiled one of truth to be in him she said
aer from a great aeon the great illuminaa foreign atmosphere dev
def
tor came forth he makes the generation of those men whom he
has chosen for himself to shine so that they shine upon the
whole aeon

A great conflict follows between the seed of seth here referred
to as those who will receive his name upon the water and the
thirteen kingdoms finally the peoples cry out that the seed of
seth is truly blessed and that they themselves are in error that they
have perverted the truth and will die as a result
136
1566
13
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in answer to this mass confession of the kingdoms a voice is
cichar
afons micheu michar
heard a bath kol addressed to the three aeons
and mnesinous who are over the holy baptism condemning them
for persecuting the seed of seth for fighting against the truth
and for polluting the waters of life in order to serve the creator
gnostics and assures
god the volce
voice then praises the seed of seth agnostics
them of their reward which they have earned by keeping the words
volce further
they received and by not writing them down the voice
declares that the truth will be borne through the generations by
angelic beings and that the words of truth will be upon a high
mountain upon a rock of truth and that those who know the great
eternal god know all things
in the conclusion of the document which follows the proclamation of the heavenly voice we are told that seth passed these
revelations on to his posterity we are further informed that the
secret gnosis is the holy baptism which is administered by the seed
mazarous and
Mazareus
jesses
of seth appended are the three names jesseus
Jes seus mazareus
jessedekeus
CRITICAL ANALYSIS

of adam is not strictly speaking an apocalypse
since it is only indirectly an account of the revelation to adam
rather it is an account of adams
adams final instructions to his son
seth since the 700th year 644 should be understood as the
700th year of seth s life it is also according to the septuagint
indicate that
wouldindicate
chronology the last year of adam s life this would
the document is not an apocalypse but rather a testament in the patdie fathers
tern of the testaments of the twelve patriarchs where the
together just before their deaths for a last word
also call their sons togetherjust
of instruction and exhortation 15
the date of at least the major portions of the apocalypse of
adam is very early this is attested by the noticeable lack of an
those of demonstrably later gnostic
elaborate cosmogonic myth like thoseof
systems the emanation of the archons the fall of sophia and
other characteristic elements of a more developed gnosticism do
not appear in the apocalypse of adam it was the tendency of later
gnostic systems to continually refine the details of the creation
and operation of the world in an effort to put distance between
god the absolute good and the actual created physical
goethe
the highest godthe
world in which evil is undeniable in the apocalypse of adam
112
2
112
cf the testament of levi 111

the apocalypse
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however the shift from a purely mythological to a philosophical
cosmogony has not yet taken place and we do not find any such
philosophical abstractions as sophia nous sige or ennola the
apocalypse of adam is consistently anthropomorphic and literal
showing nothing of the philosophical veneer of a more entangled
gnosticism 10 the only exceptions to this occur in the excursus on
the fourteen kingdoms which as hans martin schenke and charles
hedrick have suggested may be an addition to the original text 17
attempts to date the document precisely have been only partially
successful jean doresse has suggested that the gospel of the
egyptians is to a degree dependent upon the apocalypse of adam 18
if this is correct the apocalypse of adam is at least earlier than
the third
the gospel of the egyptians which is usually dated before thethird
century A D
the text shows unmistakable signs of dependence on a tradition sympathetic to that of the old testament and there is in
all probability a jewish source behind the apocalypse of adam
evidence of this can be found in the testamental form of the document the jewish angelology the myth of the androgynous creation
of adam and eve the heavenly voice bath kol the importance
placed on the name and the fact that in this text adam and
eve commit a real sin and experience a real fall likewise the account of the destruction of the sethian city in 75911
759 11 almost cerdie destruction of
tainly draws upon the old testament account of the
sodom and gomorrah 19 furthermore josephus a first century
jew is already familiar with the tradition found in our text of
Set
hians who live apart in their own land believe that the earth
sethians
will be destroyed by water and fire and who write their knowledge on pillars of stone 20
in contrast to these jewish elements the apocalypse of adam
does not contain any elements which are necessarily christian all
of the apparent christian references can easily be explained from
cf for example
john CG
CGII
iia
ill
ii1
1

irenaeus

against Her
heresies
esies book

1

and

the

apocryphon of

apocalypse of adam A literary and source analysis
586 and hans martin
proceedings of the society of biblical literature 108 1972
hammada handschrif
schenke zum gegenwartigen stand der erforschung der nag hammadi
koptologische studden
studien in der DDR halle wittenberg wissenschaftliche
ten
ap 124
35
universitht 1965 pp
zeitschrift
12435
Zeitschrift der martin luther universitat
john doresse le livre sacre du grand esprit invisible ou IE vangile des
370
37076
76
aire JA 256 1968
570
57076
egyptians 11
egyptiens
II commentaire
196837076
Comment
1968370
genesis 192428
1924 28 see also pheme perkins apocalyptic schematization in the
apocalypse of adam and the gospel of the egyptians proceedings of the society of
595
593
of biblical literature 108 1972
1972593
20
20josephus
125
josephus antiquities 123
12.3
123
charles hedrick

the
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pre christian or non christian sources hellenistic mystery religions
had many revealerredeemer
revealer redeemer figures who taught their chosen followers the mysteries of salvation pre christian judaism had a doctrine of a suffering messiah as jeremias has shown 221 and thus
george macrae suggests that the section from the apocalypse of
adam that deals with the suffering illuminator is in essence a midrash on isaiah 53 22 if this is true the suffering messiah passage
does not establish a christian origin for the document but rather
strengthens the contention that it rests on a jewish vorlage the
same result obtains in respect to the apparent reference to baptism
the refrain of the thirteen kingdoms and thus he came to the
water is to begin with something of a riddle schenke goes back
to an older egyptian meaning for MOOY to get the translation
and thus he came into appearance making the refrain refer to an
21
while this makes the phrase understandable it relies on
epiphany 23
a meaning for MOOY which is not attested in coptic it is more
likely that and thus he came to the water refers to the baptism of
the gnosis 852425
8524 25 and would therefore have the sense of and
thus he came at baptism to knowledge and power since initiatory baptism was not an exclusively christian rite there is no
reason to insist that these passages were written by a christian or
that they refer to the baptism of jesus in the final analysis however the conviction that the apocalypse of adam is pre christian
is based on an argument from silence and macrae cautions us
with the reminder that while the concept of our great power
also contains no single indisputably christian passage
CG vi4
via
the combined weight of its allusions and parallels makes its christian origin certain in summary it can be fairly stated that the
apocalypse of adam is early that it reflects a jewish vorlage and
that it may be an example of pre christian gnosticism
THE

apocalypse

IRANIAN

alexander bohlig has suggested more specifically that the
apocalypse of adam may be an example of pre christian gnosticism under the influence of iranian religion 21 in evidence he offers
walter zimmerli and joachim jeremias the servant of god studies in
biblical theology no 20 london SCM press 1957 pp
ap 57ff
12 george
macrae the coptic gnostic apocalypse of adam the heythrop
Hey throp
journal 6 196533
1965 33
gegenwhrtigen stand p 133 from worterbuch
2hans
II
ahans
Worterbuch 11
hans martin schenke gegenwartigen
DI
5253 CD
koplisch
aalexander
2alexander
alexander bohlig and pahor labib koptisch
kollisch gnostische apikalypsen aus codex
chen
rischen
lischen
rhen museum zu alt kairo
koplischen
koptischen
Koptis
hammadi im Kop
V von nag hammada
halle wittenberg
wissenschaftliche zeitschrift
universitht 1963
Zeitschrift der martin luther universitat
p 90
139
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some iranian parallels to the apocalypse of adam for example
bohlig notes that the three men who come to adam at 6526 corutaras in the eleventh book of the mandaean
respond to the three uthras
ginza the descent of holy angels and the polluting of holy waters
are also found in the same book of the ginza surely the fact that
all three of these motifs from the apocalypse of adam are found
in the same book of the ginza is striking and must be given due
consideration but at the same time it remains that all three of
these motifs have jewish and hellenistic parallels as well As bohlig himself points out it is likely that the reference to the three
men in 6526 is ultimately derived from the three angels who apiff pheme perkins has drawn at18lff
pear to abraham in genesis 18
15 22
tention to a similar passage in the death of adam w 1522
where eve sees three men enthrone adam after his death 25 the
three descending angels abrasax sablo and gamaliel are also
found in the gospel of the egyptians although they are not accused of polluting the waters the aeons
cichar and
afons micheu michar
mnesinous are specifically said to be over the living waters in
Brucianus 26
codex brucianus
the scheme employed in the apocalypse of adam of three
world ages separated by flood and fire also appears typically iranian
but first century judaism was already familiar with the same idea
even though it may ultimately have been borrowed josephus speaks
hians setting their knowledge up on pillars of brick and
sethians
of the Set
stone that would survive these twin cataclysms 27
bohlig
buhlig has further suggested that the formulas of kingdoms
bbhlig
seven eight ten and eleven in the excursus on the fourteen kingsavior illuminator mithra
doms refer explicitly to the birth of the saviorilluminator
however all fourteen formulas are vague at best and while it is
true that some of them contain elements identified with mithra
these elements are also found in connection with a number of other
hellenistic saviors if the allusions were more specific we would
probably find that the statements of the thirteen kingdoms represent various counterfeit saviors from the hellenistic mystery reli
including mithraism while that of the fourteenth the
ligions
generation without a king represents the true understanding of
agnostics who produced the apocalypse
the savior professed by the gnostics

the

pheme perkins apocalyptic schematization
death of adam an armenian adam book

91
196628391
1966283

see also michael stone
harvard theological review 59

p

594

ianus baynes papyrus LXI 1821
18 21
codex Bruc
brucianus
125
josephus antiquities 123
12.3
123
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thern refer
of adam in any event it is unlikely that all or most of them
to mithra since mithra himself is never pictured as a suffering

savior as is the illuminator in this text
it has also been suggested that the fourteen kingdoms may
be paralleled in iranian religion by the fourteen light aeons
afons of
mani 28 but it seems more probable that we are presented here with
a contrast of thirteen false kingdoms against the one true generation 29 since we are specifically told in 751822
7518 22 that the generations
of the powers use the name whatever it may be erroneously
while there are solid iranian parallels to the apocalypse of
adam it may be that the traditions found in the apocalypse are
just as likely to have their antecedents in jewish and hellenistic
literature and ideas but while it may be unnecessary to draw on
iranian religion for ideas that are already found in the mediterranean world the fact that parallels can legitimately be called up
from both the east and the west suggests that the mythical
and religious preconditions of gnosticism were more ubiquitous in
the ancient world than is generally thought
THE

to

apocalypse

DAY SAINTS
AND THE LATTER
LATTERDAY

latter day saints interest in the apocalypse of adam lies

particularly in the following parallels to LDS religion the document is a testament which adam in the last year of his life leaves
to his righteous posterity the seed of seth adam says that he and
eve were originally created with glory and knowledge eve brings
knowledge to adam and as a result we were as the great eternal
angels
641416
6414 16 the creator god satan separates them thus
bringing about a fall their original knowledge and glory leave
them and they become mortal now they recognize the creator god
adam falls into a sleep during which three men come to him and
say arise adam
661 2 30 they then instruct adam and
6612
eve and promise them that a savior shall come into the world
who shall suffer in the flesh the content of their revelation to
adam consists of a vision of world history which when combined
ff
Ke
1042ff
2kephalia
phalla 1042
phalia
lo42ff
kephalia
there are also thirteen aeons
afons in the pistis sophia see G R S mead pistis
sophia london john watkins 1947 p 156ff it should be noted here that if
we are correct in interpreting the formulas of the thirteen kingdoms as representing
inaccurate or false utterances then the formula of the ninth kingdom which may be
a reference to the fall of sophia may also be the polemic of one gnostic sect
against another
othe
the awakening of adam
794 25
7020 21 and 79425
702021

occurs elsewhere

see

the

apocryphon of john
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with what adam has already told seth makes the apocalypse
of adam an account of this world from the creation to the consummation with emphasis on the role and fate of the seed of seth
Savior Illuminator
the climax of world history is the coming of the saviorilluminator
the power of the gnosis is bound up with the name at three
points in the text 7257
725 7 7720 and 836 although we are never
gnostics will be rewarded for not
told what the name is the agnostics
writing down the words of the secret knowledge for they are to
remain oral and secret 8556
855 6 in the epilogue to the apocalypse
all of this is placed in a ritual setting and the secret gnosis of
adam is identified with a ritual baptism or anointing 852228
8522 28
much of this has a familiar ring due to similar constructs in the
LIDS
book of moses the book of mormon and llis
LDS
liis ritual but easily
the most striking parallel is to the account of adam ondi ahman
in d&c
10741 57 here we are told that three years before his
dac 1074157
death adam called his righteous posterity to him to receive his final
blessing in the apocalypse of adam this occurs in the last year
of adam s life in d&c
dac 10753 all of the patriarchs mentioned
by name are of the seed of seth in the apocalypse the revelation
is given to seth and is about his seed in d&c
dac 10742 seth is told
by his father that his seed should be the chosen of the lord and
that they should be preserved unto the end of the earth in the
apocalypse the glory of adam passes into the seed of seth they
are designated as the seed through whom the savior will come
and their miraculous preservation from the attacks of the evil
one is foretold in the apocalypse there is an appearance of three
angels in d&c
dac 10754 it is the lord himself who appears in the
apocalypse the history of the world to the final consummation is
portrayed in d&c
dac 10756 adam is said to have predicted whatcrene
orene ration
soever should befall his posterity unto the latest generation
A final caveat to this study must recognize however that
parallels of themselves are neutral they prove nothing while it
is hoped that latter day saints will become excited and enthusiastic
about such parallels as can be found between ancient literature and
the beliefs of the church it is even more to be hoped that this enthusiasm
thusia sm will lead to an increased participation by latter day
saints in the competent study of this literature for its own sake and
not merely for the sake of those parallels
142
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TEXT

plate 64

plate 65

the
the

apocalypse of adam
2
revelation which adam
3 taught his son seth in
4 the seven hundredth year
1

forth from this aeon which
2 we were from I1
3 and eve your mother but
4 it went into the seed of
5 great aeons
afons for this reason
1

saying

listen to my words my
6 son seth when god

6 1I myself have called you
7 by the name of that man
8 who is the seed of the

5

7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29

30

had created me from
the earth along with eve
your mother
1I walked about with her in a
glory which she had seen from
the aeon we were from
she taught me a word
of knowledge of the

9
10
11
12
13

14

eternal god and we were as
the great eternal angels
for we were higher than
the god who made us and
the powers with him whom
we did not know
then the god the ruler
of the archois
archons and the power
separated us in wrath
then we became two aeons
afons
and the glory that was in
our heart left us
me and your mother eve
along with the first knowledge
that breathed in us and
it fled from us
and went into

31
32

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

which did not come

32
33
34

great generation
or from whom it comes after
those days the eternal
knowledge of the god
of truth was far from
me and your mother eve
from that time on we
were taught about dead
works like men then
we recognized the god who
had created us for we
were not
strangers to his power and
we served him in
fear and bondage and after
these things we were
darkened in our heart
and I1 was sleeping in the
thought of my heart
and 1I saw three
men before me
whose likeness 1I was
not able to recognize because
they were not from the powers
of the god who made
us they surpassed
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plate 67

plate 66
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10

ii
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

said to me arise
adam from the sleep
of death and hear
concerning the aeon and
the seed
of that man the one to
whom life has come the one
who came from you and
from eve your wife
then as 1I listened to
these words
from those great men
who stood
before me then we gave a
sigh in our heart me and
eve and the lord god
who created usstood
us stood
before us he said
to us adam why have
you sighed in your heart
dont you know that 1I
am the god that created
you and 1I breathed into
you a spirit of life
a living soul
then
there was a darkness upon our
eyes then the god who
created us created
from him
1I am

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

in my thought and
my heart 1I knew
a sweet desire
for your mother then
the bloom of our
eternal knowledge
was lost to us
and weakness
plagued us
for this reason the days
of our life became few
and 1I realized that
1I was under the power
of death and now
my son seth 1I will
reveal to you those things
which were revealed to me
by those men
whom 1I saw
at first
before me
after I1 complete
the times
of this generation
and theyears
the eyears
th
years
of this generation
are gone

30

31
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plate 69

plate 68
plate 68 is blank

1

for torrents of rain
from god the almighty

2
3

4 shall be raised up
5 that he might
6 destroy all flesh from
7 god the almighty that
8 he might destroy
from the earth
9 all flesh
10 by means of that which was
11 round about them
together with
12 some of the seed of
13 those men into whom
14 has passed the life of
15 the knowledge which
16 came from eve
17 your mother for they were
18 strangers to him
19 after these things
20 great angels will come
21 on high clouds
22 they will take those
23 men to the place
24 where the spirit
25

of life is

26
27
28
29
dittography
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plate 70

plate 71

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25
cf

1

which are there
from heaven
to the earth and the entire
multitude of flesh will be
left behind in the water then
god will rest from
his wrath and he will put
his power upon the waters
and he will spare noah
and his sons
and their wives by means
of the
ark together with the animals
which he allowed them and
the birds of heaven which he
called and released
on the earth and god
will say to noah he
whom the generations will
call deucalion
behold
1I have watched over you in
the ark
together with your wife
and your
sons and their wives
with their
animals and the birds of
heaven which you called
and released on the earth
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

because of this 1I will give
the earth to you
to you and your sons in
royalty you will rule
over it you
and your sons and none of
that seed will come from you
of those men from another
glory who will not stand
before me then they will
be like the cloud of the
great light those men
will come who were
cast forth from the knowledge
of the great aeons
afons and
angels they will stand
before noah and the aeons
afons
and god will say to
noah why have you
departed from what 1I
told you
you have created another
generation that
you might scorn my
power then
noah will say 1 I will
testify in the presence of your
might that the generation of
these men came neither from
me nor from

14
16 above
1416
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plate 73

plate 72
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18

son of noah
2 seed will be pleasing
before you
3 and before your power
4 seal it in your sharp

the knowledge
those men
and he will bring them into
their proper land
and he will build them
a holy dwelling place and
they will be called by that
name and they will dwell there
six hundred years in an
incorruptible knowledge
and angels of the great light
will dwell with them
nothing abominable shall
dwell in their heart
only the knowledge of god
then noah will divide the
whole earth between his sons
ham and japheth and shem
he will say to them

1

5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

my sons

19 hear my words behold 1I have
20 divided the earth between
21
22
23

24
25

26

18
19
20
21
22
23

you but
serve him in fear and
bondage all the days
of your life let not
your seed depart from the face
of god the almighty
1I and your

24

27
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

the

hand with fear and
commandment that
all the seed which came
from me
will not turn
tarn away from you
and god the almighty
but they will serve
in humility and
fear of their knowledge
then others will come forth
from the seed of ham and
japheth four hundred
thousand
men will go and enter
into another land and they
will dwell
with those men who
were from the great
eternal knowledge because
the shadow of their power will
protect those who have dwelt
among them from every
evil thing
and from every abominable
desire
then the seed of ham and
japheth will form twelve
kingdoms and the
seed will enter into
another people

for
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plate 74
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

plate 75

who are dead
the
great
aeons
afons of incorruptibility
and they will go to sakia
their god they will enter
into the powers accusing
the great
men who are in their
power they will say to sakia
what is the power of
these men
who stood before you
those who were taken
away from
the seed of ham and japheth
who will amount to
400000 men
they were received into
another aeon
from which they came and
they have turned away from
all the glory of
your power and the rule
of your hand
because the seed of noah
through
his son has complied with your
every wish and also all
the powers
in the aeons
afons over which your
power rules but neither those
men nor those who
dwell in their glory
have done what you want
but they have turned your
whole multitude then
the god
of the aeons
afons will give them

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

where the great men
will be those who
neither have been defiled nor
will be defiled by any lust
because their soul was not
in a defiled hand but it
was from a great commandment
of an eternal angel
the fire and sulphur and
asphalt will be cast upon
those men and
fire and a mist will come upon
those aeons
afons and the eyes
of the powers
illuminators
ors will
of the illuminatory
Illuminat
be darkened
and the aeons
afons will not see
them in those days
and great clouds of light
will descend and
other clouds of light from the
great aeons
afons will come down
upon them and abrasax
sablo and gamaliel will
descend and lift those
men out of the
fire and the wrath and they
will carry them above
the angels
and rules of the powers
and they
will take them out
of life
they take them to
aeons
afons

some of
28 those who serve him
29
30 they will come upon that land
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plate 77

plate 76

of the
there with holy

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
S

9

to

it

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

1

aeons the
angels and afons
men will be like
those angels because they
are not strangers to
them but
they work in the incortible seed
rup
ruptible
and again the illuminator
of knowledge will pass by
a third time in great
glory that he might leave
some from the seed of noah
and the sons of ham
and japheth
that he might leave for
himself some
fruit bearing trees
and he will
ouls from the
redeem their ssouis
day of death for everything
which
was created from the
dead earth will be
under the power of death
but those who ponder
the knowledge
of the eternal god
in their heart will not perish
for they did not receive
the spirit
from this kingdom only
but they received it from
one of the eternal angels
illuminator

2

of
seth and he will
ofseth
afseth
perform
signs and wonders to put

to shame
3 their powers and their archon
4 then the god of the
powers will
5 be troubled saying
what
6 is the power of this
man who is
7 exalted above us

then he will
8 stir up a great wrath against
9 that man and the glory
10 will transfer itself
and will abide
11 in holy houses which
12 it has chosen for itself and
hirn
13 the powers will not see him
14 with their eyes nor will they
15 even see the illuminator
16 then they will buffet

it

the flesh
17 of the man upon whom the
18 holy spirit descended then
19 the angels and all the
20 generations of the powers
21 will use the name in
22 error saying
where did it come from
23
24 or where did the words
25 of falsehood come
from which
26 all the powers could not
therefore the first
27 find
28 kingdom says of him
29 that he was from
30

dead

31
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plate 79

plate 78
1

A spirit

he

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

to heaven

1

was

2
3

nourished in the heavens
he received the glory
and the power of the one
who is there he came
to the bosom of his mother
and thus he came to the water
but the second kingdom says
of him that he came
from a great prophet
and a bird came and
carried the
child which was begotten
and took him
onto a high mountain
and he was nourished by
the birds of heaven an angel
came forth there he
said to him
arise god has given you
glory and he received a
glory and a strength
and thus he came to
the water
the third kingdom says of him
that he came from
a virgin womb
he was cast out of his city
he and his mother he
was taken
to a place in the
wilderness he
nourished himself there he
came and he received
glory and power and thus
the water
he came to toewater
thewater
the fourth kingdom says
of him that he came
virgin

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

her he and phersalis
Phersalis
and sauel and his armies
which were sent
and solomon
himself sent his army of
demons to seek after the
virgin and they
did not find
the one they sought after but
the virgin who was
given to them
she was the one they
brought solomon
took her and the virgin
conceived she brought forth
the child in that place
she nourished him on the edge
of the wilderness after
he had
been nourished he
received glory
and power from the seed
which was begotten by him
and thus he came to the
water but the fifth
kingdom says of him
he came from a
drop from heaven he
was sown
in the sea the deep
received him gave him birth
and raised him to heaven

he

received
26 glory and power and thus
27 he came to the water
28 the sixth kingdom
29 says of him he
30 came into existence on
account of
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plate 81

plate 80
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

which

is above

but the ninth kingdom says
2 of him
from the nine
3 muses one divided off
4 she came to a high

that he

1

might spread
flowers she conceived from the
desire for the flowers she
brought him forth in
that place
angels of the flower garden
nourished him he received
a glory in that place
and power and thus he came
to the water but the
seventh kingdom said
of him he is a drop
he came from heaven to earth
he was carried down to
caves

5

6
7
8

9
10
11

of

12
13
14

he became a child
spirit came upon him he

14 dragons
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29

A
took him to the height
to the place
where the drop was from
he received glory and power
in that place and thus
he came to the water
but the
eighth kingdom says
of him A cloud came
over the earth it wrapped
around
a rock and he came
from it the angels
in the heaven nourished
him he received glory and
power in that place and
thus he came to the water

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

mountain she
spent awhile sitting there in
order to desire herself alone
that she might be both male
and female
she fulfilled her desire and
conceived by her desire
he was born he was
nourished by
the angels who are over
the desire
and he received glory in that
place and power and then
he came to the water the
tenth kingdom says of him
his god loved a cloud
of desire he ejaculated
into his hand and cast
some of the drops into
the cloud beyond him
born he received
he was bom
glory
and power in that place and
thus he came to the water
but the eleventh kingdom
says of him
the father
desired his own daughter
she herself conceived by
her father and she cast
a tomb
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plate 82
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

plate 83

out in the wilderness the
angel nourished him in that
place and thus he came to
the water the twelfth
kingdom says
of him he came from
two illuminatory
ors they
illuminators
Illuminat
nourished
him there he received glory
and power and thus he came
to the water but the
thirteenth kingdom says
of him every birth
of their archon is a word
and this word spoke a
command in that place he
received glory and power
and thus he came to the
water
that the desire of these
powers
might be satisfied but
the generation
without a king over it says
god chose him
from all the aeons
afons
he caused a knowledge
of the
undefiled one of truth to be
in him she said

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

he came

26

26 from a foreign atmosphere
27 from a great aeon the
28 great illuminator came forth

ie

27
28
29
30

the knowledge

i e

he

made the generation
of those men
whom he has chosen for
himself to shine
so that they shine upon the
whole aeon then the seed
will fight
against the power those
who will receive
his name upon the waters
and by means of
them all and a cloud
of darkness will cry out in
a loud voice saying
blessed is the soul of those
men because they have known
god with a true knowledge
they shall live forever and
ever because they did not
perish in their lust
along with those angels
nor did
they fulfill the works of the
but they stood
powers
before him in a knowledge
of god like light
which has come forth from
fire and blood but we
have mindlessly done every
deed of the powers we
have taken pride in the
transgressions of our works

his works
black
all the waters
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plate 85

plate 84
1

is eternal

2 spirits
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

but these are

1

for now we have

realized
that our souls shall die
in death
then a voice came to them
micheu and
saying
michar
cichar and mnesinous
who are
over the holy baptism
and the water of life why
have you been crying out
against
the living god in lawless
voices
and tongues which have
no law with souls
full of blood and abominable
deeds you are full of
deeds which are not those
of the truth
but your ways are full of
gladness and joy even
though you
have defiled the water of life
you have brought it under
the will of the powers
to whom you have
been given to worship
them and your thought
is not like that of
those men whom
you persecute

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22

desire

234
254
23

24
25

26
27
28

29
30
31
32

their fruit does not
wither but
they will be known
to the great aeons
afons because
the words
of the god of the great
aeons
afons which
they have kept they have
not put
in the book nor have they
written them down
but angelic ones will
bring those
which all the generations
of men
will not know for
they will be on a high
mountain upon a rock of truth
for this reason they
will be named
the words of
incorruptibility
and truth of those
who know
the eternal god in
wisdom of knowledge and
teaching of angels forever
for he knows all things
these are the revelations which
adam revealed to seth his
son and his son taught
them to
his seed this is the
knowledge
of the hidden things of adam
which he gave to seth which
in the holy baptism
of those
who know the eternal
knowledge
by those born of the word
and
the imperishable
illuminatory
ors who
illuminators
Illuminat
came from the holy seed
mazareus
areus
Maz
jesseus
jesses
Jes seus mazarous
jessedekeus
the apocalypse of adam
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